PELHAM, N. H., Nov. 18—Corp. Tech. John Nariniak recently returned to this country from service in the South Pacific where he contracted malaria. After a month’s furlough here he was detailed to a California camp for study, but again was granted a furlough for reason of recurrence of malaria fever.

Monday afternoon he was taken by ambulance from his home in Pelham to the Station hospital at Deveas.

Corp. Otis E. Littcomb, Jr. wrote his parents in Cage Hill a short time ago of the great pleasure it gave him recently, to meet two former neighbors in the course of duty in England, Pfc. Zigmond Koper and Milton Rowan of the military police.

Lt. Harry H. Atwood, Jr. writes home that he is now allowed to say officially that he is somewhere in the Aleutians.
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